Comparison of enhancement methods for mammograms with performance measures.
Mammograms are generally contaminated by noise which assures the need for image enhancement to aid interpretation. The enhancement of mammograms is a very important problem for easy extraction of suspicious regions known as regions of interest (ROIs). This paper introduces comparison of various hybrid enhancement algorithms based on mathematical morphology, contrast stretching, wavelet transform, anisotropic diffusion filter and contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE). The performances of algorithms have been compared by using three global image enhancement evaluation measures; Enhancement Measure (EME), Absolute Mean Brightness Error (AMBE) and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). For this study, we have used MIAS database. Experimental results show that the combination of mathematical morphology, anisotropic diffusion filter and CLAHE methods, yields significantly superior image quality and provides more visibility for the suspicious regions.